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Summary of what we can offer in solar street and solar park lamps and solutions
Old generation with large solar panels and first generation of 10 year life time battery system

We se the new lamps with no need for external power is a key for the future . Advantages are very large and
installation costs are much less any other solution. Then the electrical power is often a high cost where we have no
cost. The new generation solar panels makes power in twilight and we can cower most areas of populated earth but
not all. The new generation solar battery with LTO technology makes a lamp possible to operate for over 25 years with
no maintenance and service works except maybe cleaning if air id dirty. Led emitters we use can handle 30-50 years
life cycle and solar panes handle 25 years life cycle or more. Thin film panels can even reach 30-40 years life cycle.
Here we show the different models and designs with comments. Most lamps are assembled in Sweden with best
components in key places inside the lamp system. We have designed and built solar lamps for 7 years. Sunnytek
continuously update lamps to new standards and improved components when they be available.

Features Robusta Solar street lamp
Robusta is our standard street lamp we use in solar models as well. The
lamp unit have an injection moulded aluminum housing and is IP65
sealed and rugged. Lenses are glass and not plastic to handle UV light
and keep clear all years. Robusta solar is available in sites from 2000
Lumen light flux to 25000 Lumen light flux in 4 sizes of casings.
Robusta is very efficient in Lumen /W ratio and gives lots of light flux to
low electrical consumption. Efficiency of complete lamp can be up to
over 170 Lumen / W and emitter it self up to 230 Lumen /W.
L70 Life cycle of led is 397000 Hours which is unique and warrant no
problems in many years. LED is made in USA. Led driver is Meanwell
better series with over 300 000 Hours MIL Spec life time. Lamps have a bat wing illumination lens to get un form light
ver large street areas.
Depending on installation site and solar irradiance we use different solar panels from Crystalline when cost is critical
to a-Silcon when weather is murky and often bad as in Sweden. Solar panel is adjustable to get best position to solar
rays.
Battery is a long Life Li-Fe-PO 4 battery with 5000 cycle life cycle in most applications and when we want 10 years or
more with no service. When demands are higher we have a Lithium Titanate battery that handle over 10000 deep
charge cycles. We never use the normal Solar lamp battery based on Li-Polymer common in Asia that needs to be
replaced with 3-5 years internal .Lamp is assembled in Sweden by out ISO 9000 / ISO 14000 certified staff.
Mount is available for poles of different diameters or wall mount etc.
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Robusta standard
design is 4 different
sizes of casted
aluminum houses. We
have several emitters
to get anger life time
and cold operation of
lamps. This is a reason
for best reliability.
If other designs is needed we have other casted housings with other appearance. Here we have exactly same parts
inside but only change housing. Here we show a photo of the alternative models that often is available in different
dimensions. Pls ask us for details here. In our factory we can make what is best for you
based on the components we use.

Optional housings. Many have opinions about what
lamps shall look like and if Robusta is not OK we offer
these lamp housing alternatives.All these housings are
options we offer are assembled in Sweden with the Bridgelux USA / Led emitters and Meanwell
led drivers. Battery is always Li-Fe-PO4 cells related 5000 cycles or when needed the Lithium
titanate cells for 20-30 years life cycle. We offer 5 years warranty on Li-Fe-PO lamps and 10
years for LTO cells.

Left a standard solar lamp based on Lithium Polymer. They handle about 1500-2000 cycles but practically they
operate for 3-5 years and no more. In centre the better Li-Fe-PO4 battery that handle 5000 cycles in the model we
use in our systems. Right LTO Lithium Titanate cells that handle 10000 cycles and more. Quality = no problems in
many years. If we look at 10 years Life Cycle LTO is cheapest.
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Solar panels. In areas with lots of sun and not so much bad weather the crystalline panels
at right top is OK and do a good work. This one is 150W and made in Poland. In centre we
have a CIGS panel from Germany that is very efficient and good. This gives at least 10%
more electricity a bad day and when it is haze and a bit foggy. Right is a a-silicon panel that
is large in area and not so efficient. But a really bad day it can make 30% more output than other panels. We always
have a loot at site to see what is best.
LED and led driver.
Bridgelux led emitters have at least 2X longer life
that other brands. L70 data is checked in lab too be
379 000 hours and this ie very unique and gives
best life time. LED driver is in some ways more
critical as it is complex and we use Meanwell brand
here that have best reputation on market. MIL Spec
tests say over 300000 hours life cycle is possible.
Best components = fewest problems and head ace.
Mechanics.
Casing is injection casted in aluminum and
then powder painted to resist weather for
many years. Led emitters are in direct
contact with cooler surfaces to keep a low
temperature. This increase life time if done
well and shorted if to hot. We often have
about 45-50C at emitter that can han due
85C with accepted life time.
Screws are made in stainless steel and the
lens is made in BK7 glass that do not get
degenerated by solar UV radiation. Here we also target 25 + years to
match solar panelers and the LTO battery.

Typical immunisation pattern of bat wing
lens on a surface

Bat wing lens gives uniform light over
large surfaces
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Pole integrated solar lamp.
This is a nice concept where the solar panel is integrated
into the pole surface. Battery is hidden inside the pole
and wells protected to what can happen.
This design is better in areas with shadows and trees as
it have large panels that can collect diffuse light better.
Lamp is normally a 3500 Lumen LED lamp and we can
use any of our lamp designs including Robusta led
lamps.
Length of pole is decided on demand and we optimise
the solution to fit the site

Solar street lamps
can have designed
poles and
mounting
hardware. Normally
we use same
internal
components as Robusta led lamps to get the
efficiency and life time. We buy mechanics
from producers with no electronics and no
leds and then we add what we want inside to get the product
that works for the end user.
Here we show some ideas what this can look like. Design is a
matter that can be discussed in days so here we have the
alternatives. We alos design other models on demand.
All lamps can be equipped with a wind generator if area and
site indicate this is a good idea. If area is less sunny but windy
this is a good idea. Coastal areas and moon tails and islands
are here good areas fr a wind mill or a hybrid mill with booth
solutions
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Solar lamps optimised for squares
and open locations where lamp is in
centre and not at edges. These lamps
have solar panels at top surface and
illuminate all around d in 360 degree.
We offer several designs and poser
outputs depending on demand and
illumination characteristics needed.

Solar park and court Yard lamps have a different design and is optimised for
areas with pedestrians and recreation and relax areas. Here we also use
mechanics we change to get the needed quality and life time. Min 5 years
warranty and with LTO cells we offer 10 years warranty.
These lamps normally have a shorter pole of 3-5 meters and power is 1500
Lumen to 5000 Lumen in light flux.
These lamps are normally delivered with a designed pole included to match
style better. All designs have battery at lamp top to protect better to flooding.
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Solar garage lamps and sun shade lights is a
smart combination with a separate solar panel
and a LED lamp a bit like led tubes. All operate
on solar panel and a built in battery of Li-Fe-PO
or LTO technology. This system save large costs
in no cables to remote located grid and no
electric bill during life cycle.

LED flod lights with integrated battery and a separate solar panel is a good
solution for illumination of special objects far away from grid connected
cables. This system can be set to go from low to high power trigged by a built
in PIR detector
Solar LED pole lamps are normally max 1.5 meter high and have solar
panels on top and battery pack in side the pole tubing. They are very
nice to have as light points in parks and at gardens to light up area a
bit. The all in one unit is simple to move around and as there is no cable
costs are low.

Solar led tiles is a surface tile with solar panel and battery + LED inside.
All in on e and no external cables are needed. Perfect to mark up
special points as entrances etc and border lines in a nice way.
This is a lot of models and we have papers on request of all we offer. All
these lamps are modified by us with high quality LED emitter and battery
to get a good quality level. Mechanics is in some cases made in Asia but
quality here is OK as we add what is critical for service life ourselves. Normally all lamps have 5 years warranty with
Li-Fe-Po battery or 10 years with LTO battery inside lamps.
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